Constitutional
Defamation Defence
Disappears
as Theophanous
Effectively
Overruled
Richard Potter examines the recent High Court decision in Lange v At3C and its
constitutional and qualified privilege defen~gs to d~.famatio ~ a(~tions.,
hree years ago the front pages of
newspapers were filled with the
news that the High Court
determinedthat the Constitution implied
a fight of everyindividualto speakfreely
on political or governmentalissues. This
was a quantumleap from previous oases
whichdiscussed the implied fight vdthin
the narrowcontext of specific legislative
provisions and whetherthey contravened
the freedom. Theophanousextended this
in onc fell swoopto a personal fight of
immunity from all defamation law
(subject to the publisher being una~vare
of any falsity in the material, not
publishing recklessly and publication
being reasonable).

T

Three years later the High Court
unanimously
dispensed
with
without formally
Theophanous
The majority
in
overruling it.
Theophanous was a tenuous one with
Justice Dearie expressly stating that he
did not fully agree with the reasoningof
the other majorityJustices, but wouldjoin
them because he effectively agreed with
the end result. Onthis basis the High
Court in Langev ABCwas able to seize
uponthis and say that it wasarguablethat
Theophanoasdid not contain any binding
statementof constitutional principle.

could simply be left hanging; no longer
effective precedent, but not actually
overruled.
A unanimous judgment meant that
neither of the remainingmajorityJustices
in Theophanous
had to explain or justify
their apparentvolte face. Furthermorethe
showof strength provideda clear signal
to recent critics of the HighCourtthat it
had returned with one voice to a more
conservative judicial approach.
BACKGROUNDTOTHE

CASE

The Lange case involved defamation
proceedings following a Four Corners
programmein 1990 which accused Lange
of effectivelybeingin the pocketsof large
business concerns in NewZealand by
receivingpolitical contributionsin return
for possible favours after the general
election.
A defenoe of qualified privilege was
pleaded pursuant to common
law and also

High
To formally overrule Theophanouswould
have meant that the High Court would
haveto justin’ overruling a recent case
for no other perceived reason than a
change in its bench. By dealing with
Theophanousin this manner, the case
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impact upon

under section 22 of the DefamationAct
1974 (NSVO("Act"). The defence
amendedafter Theophanonsto include
the implied constitutional defence. The
case provided an ideal vehicle to
challenge Theophanonsas Lange had a
safety parachuteffthe ma’margumentwas
unsuccessful. If the argumentthat the
wrong test was used in Theophanous
failed then a subsidiary argument was
available that the discussion involved
NewZea/andand not Australian politics,
Foreignpolitical discussion should notbe
the basis for an implied freedomin the
Australian Constitution..
There was a prevailing feeling that
Theophanous may be overruled and a
numberof media institutions intervened
in the proceedingsto argueagainst Lange,
and in the alternative to argue that
commonlaw qualified privilege should
be expanded Io take the place of the
constitutional defence to try and ensure
no practical change, ~.e one defence
substituted for the other.
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THE HIGH COURT DECISION

constitutional freedom, these laws were
still consistent with the constitutional
freedom by providing a balance between
freedom of speech and the protection of
private reputation.

Judgment was handed down on 8 July
1997. The High Court unanimously
acceptedthe argr~mcotthat the wrongtest
hadbe.ca
applied
inThcophanous
andthe
correct
testshould
besimilar
tothetest
historically
applied
to lawspotentially EFFECT ON COMMON LAW
contravening
expressrightsof the
QUALIFIED PRIVILEGE
Constitution.
Having dealt with the constitutional
question, the court then turned to the
As with express constitutional rights, the
implied constitutional fr~dom (which
defamation
aspect
andlooked
at common
was affirmed by the HighCourt) provided
lawqualified
privilege.
Although
not
clearfromthejudgments,
Thcophanous
a limitation on legislative or executive
appearedto also extendqualified
powersto the extent that any laws which
sought
to confine
or limitthefreedom privilege to run concurrently with the
could
bcrestrictod
orinvalidated.
Onthis implied freedom. Many practitioners
basis,
theimplied
freedom
cannot
confer regarded this as a separate defence to be
relied on in addition to the implied
a personai
rightof immunity
fromany
freedom defence.
law,ic provide
an absolute
dcfcncc
to
proceedings.
Thecorrect
testtoapply
is
The High Court affirmed the extended
to first look at whetherthe law
contravenes
thefreedom,
andifit does, qualified privilege defence and declared
that nit Australians have an interest in
whether the proposed law is reasonably
disseminating and receiving irtformation;
appropriate and adapted to achieving its
opinions and arguments concerning
required object. Ii was held that even
though the Act and the commonlaw of
governmentaland political malters that
affect people of Australia. The narrow
dcfamatinn were a rnstriction of the
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defence of common law qualified
privilege which requires each reader of
the material to have an interest in the
subject matter was therefore broadened
to encompassall Australians where the
subject
matter is political
or
governmental. Howeverthis defence was
temperedby the imposition of a condition
of reasonableness on the part of the
publisher.
The condition requires the publisher
relying on the defenccto establish that it
had reasonable grounds for believing the
material to be true and took all reasonable
steps to verify the accuracyof the material
beforehandwith the person defamed.This
state nf affairs has been in place in NSW
since the commencementof the Act in
1974. Section 22 of the Act provides a
statutory defence of qualified privilege
which is available in addition to the
defence of qualified privilege at common
law. The statutory defence broadens the
interest group of people viewing/reading
the material, but contains an express
condition of reasonableness. In the 23
years the provision has beenin existence,
onlythreereported
decisions
havebeen
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successful as the courts havetrudifionally
taken a narrow-dewof fl’ds condition. The
real test will therefore come when
common law jurisdictions
such as
Victoria or South Australia interpret
reasonableness under the commonlaw
and ultimately the HighCourtis provided
with an opportunityto look closuly at this
question oncemore.
So far as the Lange defence was
concerned, the particulars pro-dded did
not bring the publication within the

extended defence. The matter was
~mii~ed back to the SupremeCourt with
an opportunity provided to the ABCto
amend its defenco in view of the High
Court’s commentson extended qualified
privilege.

constitute reasonable conduct on the
of the publisher, the expanded common
law defunce maywell be narrower than
the NSWstatutory defcnce. It will
therdore b¢ interesting to s¢¢ howother
states interpret and apply this defencein

TheLungecase has recently been settled
and this case will not therefore provide a
further vehicle for determination of
"reasonability" under the commonlaw
ddence.In view of the specific comments
madeby the High Court as to what would

Richard Potter is a partner at Philips
Fox.

Diana, Privacy and
Media Corporations
Kathe Boehringer examines the role of media ©orporations in the context of |nvasive media
practices and proposes new models of corporate governance to raise corporate and individual
responsibility.
he indoor sport that everyoneloves
to play is bashing the media,
particularly whenit cart be resdily
viewedas "out of control". Public outrage
fuelled by the perceived "hounding" of
Princess Diana has fastened on easy
targets: lower forms of media life "irresponsible" hirelings, like editors,
journalists and photographers - and
despised categories like "the hacks of
Fleet Street", "ghoulish" royal watchers
and the now-infamous "paparazzi".
Unfortunately, the sleaze dimension of
these usual suspects has diverted attention
from the systemiccorruption that lies at
the heart of the erosion of privacy.

T

The symbiosis between the political
system and the media-entertainment
system is obvious: politics demonstrably
takes place in and throughthe media, and
politicians are only as goodas their last
mediaappearance. It is only a matter of
time before being a goodmediapefforraer
will be regarded by both parties and
politicians as morevaluable than being a
good parliamentary performer. Indeed,
the emphasis is on "performance" rather
than on plain old hard work in the
constituency or parliamentary committee
rooms.

ROLE OF THE MEDIA iN
SELF-GOVERNANCE
PROCESS
For its part, the media-entertainment
system serves largely as a publicity
amplification service for politicians. An
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increasingly concentrated media busies
a rather
itself xvith brokeringacclamation
than in providing the institutional basis
within which critical public opinion may
be formed,yet still claims Fourth Estate
status. But that view of the media- as a
vital forum in whichcitizens debate and
form opinions crucial for self-governance
- is belied by the High Court’s
characterisation of the media’srole in the
1992free speech cases. The HighCourt’s
protection of freedom of political
communicationrelates to a specific and
limited activity - citizen engagementin
the electoralprocess only. The wide array
of self-governanceopportunities in which
citizens might become engaged were
active citizenship genuinelycontemplated
- i.e. beyond the realm of "official"
politics - was not canvassed. Judicial
recognition of the Australian media’s
"vital" role is therefore restricted to the
field of representativepolitics.
Mr. Justice Mahoney’sview of the media
is refreshingly far-ranging:
"It is the powerof the media which
alone rentains, in the relevant sense,
arbitrary....The
media exercises
power, becauseand to the extent that,
by what it publishes, it can cause or
influence
public power to be
exercised in a particular way. Andit
is, in the relevantsense, subject to no
laws and accountable to no-one; it
needs no authority to say what it
wishes to say or to influence the
exercise of public powerby those who
exerciseit. ":

LAW REFORM PROPOSALS
AND RESPONSES
Given the cosy relationship betweenthe
representative political order and the
media-entertainmentsystem, it is perhaps
not surprising that law reform attempts
to protect individuals from media
invasions of privacy have been largely
unsuccessful. RaymondWacksprovides
a detailed and depressing account of the
numerousattempts at law reform since
1945in a Britain notorious for a tabloid
press that has plumbed new depths of
seasatiotmlism, irrelevance and outright
lies) Lawreform, in seeking to vindicate
dignity- and autonomy-based privacy
interests
arguably undermined by
invasive mediapractices, runs up against
the carefully cultivated image of the
mediaas the guardians of free speech.
In these circumstances, strong privacy
protection measures like criminalising
particular journalistic conduct is bound
to be represented by and in the mediaas
"interference". Providing individuals
with remedies in tort is a cure that may
be worse than the disease: redress is
contingent upona cosily, prolonged and
public court process. At another level,
administrative measures - say, the
creation of an independentpress councilamir, herentlyunsatisfactory:to the extent
that such councils are given strong
disciplinary powers,they will be accused
of "do-gooding" as well as political
interference; ff their powersare weaker,
then their "toothless tiger" actions will
be viewedas largely beside the point.
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reach and influence makesit imperative
that the constitutional significance of
such private governmentsbe recognised.
Short-sightedness and sheer venality
weds us to the traditional view of the
corporation
as merely a private
mechanismthat maximises profits for
shareholders. As Eells points out:
"To many observers of corporate
governance it seems anomalousthat
our corporate polities are in effect
self-perpetuating oligarchies by
reason of their internal authority
structures. The anomalyis that these
allegedly autocratic enclaves persist
in the middle of a society dedicated
to constitutionalist principles with
respect to publio government, thus
perpetuating a system of private
governmental enclaves at odds with
our public philosophyof government.
This disparity of governmentalforms
and processes ... has led to demands
that
the corporation
be
"constitutionalized’; just as critics
demand the introduction
of
responsible government in labor

NEW POLITICAL
FORUM FOR
CITIZENS/SHAREHOLDERS
Given the difficulties associated with
establishing legitimate and effective
regulation, potential regulatees argue for
self-regulation: the mediain Britain, for
example, point to the self-restraint
campaign recently launched by The
Independentto illustrate the possibilities
of such an approach. While selfregulation might bear fruit in a context
where conduct will be judged in terms of
the institution’s
acknowledged civic
responsibilities, it is unlikely to be
effective in situations where there is
widespread political
and judicial
acceptance that media corporations’
primary responsibilities
are to "the
bottom line".
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
AND RESPONSIBILITY
The impossibility of regulating media
entities from the outside - in respect of
privacy or any other value - meansthat
regulation from the inside needs to be
considered. The unlikely reform vehicle
that presents itself is that of corporate
governance. Lawyers, familiar with
reform approaches that involve tweaking
doctrine and reinterpreting rationales,
may baulk at such a suggestion. But
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lawyers should recall that corporate
governancestructures arose historically
in contexts where enterprises understood
themselves as muchin "civic" terms as
in commercialterms, and that doctrines
like ultra vires emerged
in sucha context.
Anyoneinterested in developing a media
culture of responsibility should find the
notion oft robust interualpolitical forum
attractive. After all, only such a forum,
constituted
in the light of the
corporation’s commercialgoals as well
as civic responsibilities, could possibly
generate the kind of corporate
commitment to responsible
media
practices that is the sine qua non of
genuine and lasting reform. Media
enterprises can hardly be seen to clothe
themselves in the raiment of the Fourth
Estate and yet regard corporate
governance as an arena in which only
shares vote, and in whichresponsibility
for generating appropriate privacy
practices is definitionally irrelevant.
MEDIA CORPORATIONS AS
PRIVATE GOVERNMENTS
There is no doubt that contemporary
media corporations
are private
governmeats.~ Their increasingly global

Tothe extent that economicglobalisation
underminesthe regulative capacities ofthe nation-state, citizens wouldbe well
advisedto consider other political forums
within which their capacities for selfgovernance can be exercised. Because
"the principle of nationality has become
little morethan a constitutional mirage",
Fraser argues that:
"’the best hope for constitutional
freedom
may turn upon our
willingness to move beyond the
politically threadbare illusion of
autonomousnationality by creating
a multiplicity of ’little republics’
within the associative forms of a
newlyself-assertive civil societ)A-6
The notion of an "assertive civil society"
mayseema distant goal, inundated as we
are with imagesof national politicians,
globe-trotting "celebrities" and distant
economicelites as movers and shakers.
Yet a redesign of corporate governance
opens up a new forum for citizens
interested in public life but whoseappetite
for civic engagementis dulled by the
sterility ofvisiou-freepolitical parties and
representative government.
Re-designing the corporate governance
of media corporations maynot appeal to
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those with a vested interest in traditioual
rumour that Diana was pregnant when
reform approaches or to realists who
she died - "Did Diana and Dodi’s unborn
regard shareholder and managerial
child die in the Pads tunnel with them?"
irresponsibility as both necessary and
- and extracts from Ketty Kelley’s
desirable. Nonetheless,consitutionalising
"vicious" book) by press, television and
the corporation requires systematic
magazine entities clearly follow the
exploration: it has, at the very least, the
dollar. It is hard to see what the "public
potential to provide a mechanism by
interest" might be in many of these
whichresponsible
citizc~sharcboldcrs
disclosures,
especially (as Andrew
canmeaningfully
participate
incorporate Morton’s account now reveals) those
govcmanco.
Theopporlunity
wouldthen engineered by Diana herself for what
existfor regulatory
issuesthatarc
appear to be her own, personal reasons.
currently
imposed
fromoutside
- andarc
therefore only grudgingly addressed - to
The overwhelmingly commcreial context
be legitimately
raised within the
that presently drives the decisions of
corporation. The strategy offers the
media corporations means not only that
possibility
that the equal citizen/
sceptics or pdvacy-respecterswill be thin
shareholders of media corporations could
on the ground but also that their
utilise the reformed constitutional
reservations will be swept aside by
structure to at last link civic concernswith
invoking the obligation to nameless
economic development,
and to
profit-seeking shareholders. Imaginethe
authoritatively imbue the irreversible
different dynamicthat wouldexist in the
processes of modernisation ~vith civic
public sphere of a constitutionalised
norms.
media corporation, where at least some
of those shareholders whose names arc
invoked could and would become
BALANCING COMMERCIAL
involved in developing policies,
admittedly
with one eye on the
AND ETHICAL OBJECTIVES
competitive commercial environment in
Thepublishing decisions taken in the past
whichthey have invested. Is it so clear,
and continuing into the present (see, for
for instance, that citizen/shareholders
example,the Newl, Veekly’scurrent attack
wouldbe as keen on celebrity revelations
on the paparazzi, its canvassing of the
as competition-obsessed editors?

Also,asthings
standnow,whatdo you
think
willbedonetotheemployee
whnsc
remarks about Diana’s "knockers" went
to air? Myguess is that his employers,
driven by the commercial view that an
outcry from the cult of Dianashould be
avoided, will makea sacrificial lambof
hint Whateverthe outcome,there is little
reasouto think that it will be the product
of any principled consideration. By
contrast, the creation of a corporatepublic
sphere would provide a fonnn in which
ethical and principled positions could be
crafted. Surelyif the goal is responsible
media corporations, then there must be
an internal forum in which citizen/
shareholders can consider the dimensions
of their responsibility.
Kathe Boehringer is a Senior Lecturer
at the School of Law, Macquarie
University
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Liability
for Inline Images: How an
Ancient Right Protects the Latest in Net
Functions
Kate Cooney examines the copyright liability
of inlining
and liability
have been extended in cyberspace,

A

digital imageis a computerfile
that is stored in a server. The
digital image can be transferred
by copyingthe computerfile from its host
server to other servers. This image can
be created by either digitally scanningthe
original image onto the computer or by
using graphic computer software to
engineer a digital image.
An inline image is not a digital image
but a formatting direction. Youcan create
an inlinc image by referencing an images
file name on your Webpage) When
visitor calls up your Webpage their
browser software will be instructed to
retrieve the imagefile fromits host server.
This transference of image files occurs

images to indicate

seamlessly, such that the user calling up
the page wouldsee the image and not the
image file name.
The significance of iulinc images with
regards to copyrightprotection, is that the
image is loaded directly from its host
server, and travels to the Webpagevisitor
without going through the creator of the
inlinc image’s server at all. Thus, the
creator of the inline image is not
implicated in the image’s reproduction.
This process can be explained by thinking
of the inline command
as a reference to a
server that holds an image. However,
when someonevisits the page where an
imagehas been inlincd, instead of having
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how copyright protection

to go to the server to viewthe referenced
image, the inline formatting command
tells their browser software to
automaticallyretrieve the imagefor them.
DIGITAL IMAGES AS
"ARTISTIC
WORKS"
Althoughthe concept of inlining digital
images would have been far removed
from the legislators’ mind,s, whenthe)’
draRedthe CopyrightAct (’ the Act")
1968, the Act can protect Somedigital
images from being irdined.
Digital images that have been Scanned
into the computer could be protected
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under the categu~y of "artistic
under the Act.

works"

Arguably the person who inlines an
image wouldnot be liable for publishing
workeither, as they havenot supplied
Anunlawful digital version of an artisdc the
reproductions to the public. However,a
work would amount to a reproduction.
court may hold the inliner liable for
For example, in the US decision of
authorising the publication because they
Playboy Enterprises, Inc. v Fren@aUS
madeit possible for reproductions nfthe
District Court deemedscanned Playboy
work to be supplied to the public.
photographs as an infringement of
Similarly, although the technology in
Playboy’s copyright. Digitally scanning
creating
inline images may allow the
a copyright work or reproducing an
inliner
to
escape direct liability, this
already scanned work, wouldbe a breach
person
may
still
be liable for authorising
ofthecopyright
intheoriginal
"ardstic others to reproduce
the images.
work".
m

FOUR TIERS OF LIABILITY.
INLINER LIABLE FOR
AUTHORISATION
The person whoinlines a digital image
would not bc liable for breach of the
reproduction or publication right but
could be liable for anthorising others to
reproduce or publish the image.
Inlining imagesis a process of creating a
formatting direction that, whenactivated
by someone’sbrowser software, gucs and
finds the image file wanted and
reproduces the image on someoneclse’s
computer screen. What is actually
reproducedby the inliner is the imagefdc
namein the form ofhtml language. Thus
ff an image w’as filed under the name
"http:llwww.x"
spagc.comlimagcs.
face.gift, in order to inlinc this imagethe
inliner must write in his/her page "<img
src=http://www.x’spagc.com/images.
facc.gif>". This means that a user’s
browsersoRwarcis instructed to go to X’s
page and find and repioduce an image
file called "face".
For the purposesof the Act a reproduction
of a copyright work must sufficiently
resemble the copyright work. "<img
src=http://www.x’spage.conffimages.
fa~.gif’" wouldnot sufficiently resemble
an image of a face, as what has been
copied is the image file name not the
imageitself, and the imagefile nameis
not subject to the copyright protection.
To reproduce an image the image must
be reproduced in a material form. The
definition of material form in the Act
requires someform of storing the image.
By copying the image’s file name an
inliner has not stored the image in any
way. The reproduction of the image only
occurs when someone else accesses the
inliner’s page and their browsersoftware
causes the image to be reproduced. Thus,
at no stage has the inliner actually
reproduced the image.

.On the same analysis whether an inliner
~s held liable for the distribution or
exhibition of the copyright image would
dependon howstrictly the courts interpret
distribution and exhibition.
In UNSWv Moorehouses ¯ Mcorehouse
argued that UNSW
had authoriscd the
makingof the infringing reproductions
of his works, by allowing students free
access to photocopiers installed in the
libra., but failing to exercise control or
supervision over what books were copied
and how muchof any work was copied.
GibbsJ held that persons whohave under
their control the means by which an
infringement
of copyright may be
committedand makeit available to other
persons, knowing or having reason to
suspect it will be used to commit an
infringement and omitting to take
reasonable steps in limiting the use to
legitimate purposes, will be authorising
the infringement that resulted from its
use.

An inliner, in creating an inlinc image
on a page accessed by others, has created
the meansby which others could infringe
the copyright in the image. And in
placing an inline image on a publicly
accessed terminal, the inliner should
reasonably suspect that someone would
browse the page and save the image.
It is possibly arguable that prefacing the
page.wi .th a notice warningthat copyright
permission has not been obtained would
amountto a reasonable step in limiting
the use of the image to legitimate
purposesand therefore an effective denial
of authorisation.

"WEB BROWSER LIABLE
REPRODUCTION

FOR

The person who accesses the page with
the inline imageand saves that page will
be liable for reproduction of the image.
What appears on the screen of that
person’s computeris a copy of the digital

image and thus the two works would
sufficiently resembleeach other. If that
person stores the work in some way,
whether it be by printing a hard copy
version, saving the imageon a disk or in
the computer’s hard drive, the image
wouldhave been reproducedin a material
form. Thus a person who accesses an
irdine image and downloadsit wouldbe
directly infringing the creator’s right to
reproduce the work.
A user who downloads an ialine image
maydefend their action by claiming they
had an implied liccnce to do so. The
creator of the original image, by making
the imagepublicly available as a public
file on their server, and by not creating a
soRwareblock to people inlining their
ima.ges, has given the copyrightinfringer
an ~mpliedlicence to inline their image.
Someargue that imagefiles in the public
domainarc not free to be reproduced.
They argue that commonsensesuggests
that just because something is in the
public domain does not mean it can be
legally reproduced: the publisher of a
book, in a world in which there are
photocopiers, is not giving permissionto
the world to makecopies of the book.
Whatthis defence does raise is that, ira
copyright owner is serious about
protecting their images there are a
numberof techniques to stop people from
inlining their works.Firstly the creator
could create a written script that changes
the namesof imagesand all the links to
those images. This would disrupt the
.transference of the imagefile as the file
name would be changed frequently.
Secondlythe creator could require users
to "sign in" to the server providinga user
nameand passwordbefore files are sent.
Or the creator could use a preprocessor
to generate dynamic URL’s for the
images. This would work muchlike the
first example.

BULLETIN BOARD
OPERATORS
A bulletin board operator wouldbe liable
for reproduction of a digital imagethat
s~ts in its server. The act of storing the
imagemakesthe bulletin board operator
liable for reproduction. Whether the
operator had to knowor have reason to
believe the image was infringing
copyright is uncertain.
In the USthe courts have followed two
approaches. In Religious Technology v
Netcom;the District Court of California
decidedthat for a bulletin boardoperator
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to be liable for a third party’s cop:flight
infringement
it must have some
knowledgeof that infringement.
The court in Playboy Enterprises, Inc v
Frena, on the other hand, decided that a
bulletin board operator is strictly liable
for copyright infringements of third
parties.
The Climon Administration’s National
Information Taskforce Working Groupon
Intellectual Property Rights ("White
Paper") of September1995, has supported
this judicial movetowardsa s~ict liability
regimefor bulletin board operators.
A bulletin board operator would also bo
liable for the publication of the inline
image, as by having the image on its
server the operator is supplying
reproductions of the imageto the public.
By the same token, a bulletin board
operator could also be liable for
distributing and exhibiting in public a
copyrighted work.
CARRIERS LIABLE FOR
THIRD PARTY BREACHES OF
COPYRIGHT
In Australia we have the unique situation
of a carder being liable for third par~
breaches of copyright. In the USa carder
is deemeda conduit of information and
wouldnot be liable for copyright breaches
by third parties. But the ~
Telstra vAPRA
decision has madecarriers susceptible to
copyrightsuits.
The High Court recently upheld the
Federal Court decision that found Telstra
liable for breachesof copyright by a third
party who transmitted copyright works
via Telstra’s
telecommunications
network. The breaches occurred on a

"music on hold" service and the Court
found that because "music on hold" was
an incidental service to the basic
telephone service it was liable for this
breach.
The case in the Federal Court turned on
the court’s interpretation ofs26(5) of the
Act*. That section states that a subscriber
to an incidental service of a carder shall
be deemed
to be a subscriberto the carrier.
The majority held that the transmission
of"musicon hold" was a service to callers
and was incidental to the provision of
telecommunication services. Because
Telstra had an agreement with its
customers to provide them with
telecommunication services and that
service included the incidental "musicon
hold" so,ice, Telstra should be deemed
by operation of s26 of the Act to have an
agreement with its customers to provide
them with "music on hold". It did not
matter that the "music on hold" was at
best, extremely incidental
to the
telecommunication service.
The Federal
Court held that a
transmission of "music on hold" over
Telstra’s wired network amounted to a
transmission
of musical works to
subscribers of a diffusion service for
which Telstra was liable. Although the
exclusive rights in"ardstic works"do not
include the right to cause the workto be
transmitted to a diffusion service (s31
(1)(a)(v)), it can be that this case
represents a general proposition that
carriers are liable for third party copyright
breaches that occur on an incidental
service to its network.
Using this general proposition with the
inline image example, a carrier is
arguably liable for copyright breaches in
inline images that occur over an
incidental service. Creating inline images
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is just one of manyWebfunctions,
as the World W~deWebis an incidental
service to the telecommunications
network, a carrier could be deemedliable
for copyright ilffringement by a third
party whouses the carriers network to
inline an image.
If this proposition proves correct,
telecommunicationcarriers maybe liable
for an enormous number of potential
copyright infringements. Andif copyright
owners decide to pursue carriers for
copyright infringements, carriers will be
forced to screen material or dramatically
restrict services.
CONCLUSION
It is clear that the Act does apply to the
digital world and the new function of
inlining images. If Australia follows
judicial trends and the White Paper
proposals holding bulletin
board
operators strictly liable, copyright
protection and liability will greatly exceed
the non-digital world. If copyright owners
are serious about protecting their on-line
material, they are better off implementing
a technical solution which is cheaper,
quicker and most importantly effective.
Kate Cooney is a solicitor with the
Sydney office of Deacons Graham &
James.

1. Seehttp://wwwpatents.comlweblaw.htrd.
2. 839F. Supp.1552
(M.D.Fla. 1993).
3. 1975133CLR1.
4. 33IPR132.
5, Seehttp://wwvc.ausffii.edu.au/au/cases/ct
high-ct/unrep338.htmd
6. (1995)131ALR141.
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Digital Terrestrial Television Implications
for Australian Television
Jock Given looks at some practical
Terrestrial
Television in Australia

C

and policy considerations behind the introduction of Digital
and explains why bandwidth is the villain of the piece.

ontent is king, or so the cliche
goes. Of cours~ if it were, we
probably wouldnt be here arguing
about Digital Terrestrial Television
(BTT).Contentot~en looks like it’s king:
the studios in Hollywood have been
wearing their cmvaxscomfortably enough
for decades. Super League and the ARL
are killing each other for content. At the
current rate, they’ll be doing it until
there’s no content let~ standing. Stuart
Diver scrambles out of his icy private
nightmareto find the mediacarriers - or
is it carrion? - waiting, no longer with
those grubby chequebooks, but with
’contracts of employment’(an enterprise
bargain if ever there’s been one), and
Diver himself an instant Kingof Content.
If only public tragedy wasn’t so damned
unpredictable, you could start up a niche
channel.

both appear to be saying that their rollouts have effectively stopped. Wemight
find, far from 1 July 1997being the dawn
of a newera, that 1991-97proves to have
been an unusual windowwhere optimism
and activity in building terrestrial
facilities overllowed. WarrenLee spoke
earlier of DTI"as a ’spectrum grab’ by
free-to-air broadcasters. Wecould equally
see the extensive powers and immunities
granted to Telecomand its predecessors
until 1991, and to all three carriers
between 1991 and 1997, as a "sidewalk
grab’ or a ’nature strip grab’ - a special
set of roles which allowed them to build
telecommunications
infrastructure
withaut all the state and local govcrmneat
planning complexities which confronted
anyonewhowantedto build anything else
and which now confront both them and
their newcompetitors.

But content is not king, because
bandwidth is such a bugger. And
whateverthe zealots dreamabout the endof-scarcity, from where I’m standing,
bandwidthlooks like it’s going to become
an even bigger bugger. This is whyDTT
is so important a development. If you
think competition in the provision of
~ might
bandwidthis important, then DT1
prove to be the mostviable wireless link
to the home- the onebest able to compete
with the copper that’s already there. And
if you lhink having different content
providers controlling different lines of
access to their audiences is a useful
starting point for ensuring a diversity of
views, then DTT might look more
attractive than a solitary superhighway,
however wide.

And what abundance there is so often
seems to vanish before our eyes. In the
US, local cable viewers have significant
viewing choices taken away from them
whentheir monopolylrrovider chooses to
switch their channel line-up on cable
systems with very finite space, given the
technology of the day. Spare channels on
Australia’s cable systems diminish by the
week, Telstra’s overseas lines get eaten
up by Internet traffic as soon as they’re
laid, Word6 devours the new hard drive
whose speed so mesmerised you last
Christmas, cinema audiences who were
perfectly happy with daggy looking
dinosaurs one decade want real ones the
next and won’t be remotely scared by
anything else, Wide screens, Dolby
Stereo, surround sound, they’re going to
be wanting to smell the things next. God
help the people whohave to sit in the
mixing roomediting that.

BANDWIDTH

SCARCITY

Bandwidthis a buggerbecause there’s not
enough of it. The Telstra Multimedia/
Foxtel and Optus/OptusVision cable rollouts have significantly expanded the
available bandwidth in the areas they
have covered. Satellites are further
expanding them. But so too, the revised
powersand immunities for carriers under
the Telecommunications Act 1997 will
constrain the terrestrial
bandwidth
bonanzawe’ve seen in metropolitan areas
over the last fewyears. Telstra and Optus
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Expectations
escalate,
bandwidth
demandssoar and scarcity hangs on very
tight. So whowe let use or construct the
bandwidth and what we let them use it
for are critical public decisions.
RE-THINKING
REGULATORY
POLICY RATIONALES
Bandwidthis also a bugger because it’s
not a neutral concept. The architects of

the BroadcastingServicesAct might have
wanted that legislation
to be
technologicallyneutral, but reality keeps
busting out all over the legislative shop.
Separate satellite pay TVlieences in the
Act hinted that seamless technology
neutrality was an illusive creature, even
in 1992. Digital radio is forcing some
rethinking about whetherspecial roles are
going to be necessary to accommodate
this new way of delivering radio or
whatever other services the relevant
spectrum might be wanted. Andon-line
services are not fitting neatly into or out
of the service categories in the Act.
Elsewhere, the government picked GSM
and bunked AMPS
as the technology-ofchoice for mobile telephony not so much
because it was a ’better’ technology
(whatever that might mean), but because
it wasthought better capableof sustaining
competingservice providers. Hasn’t that
madethem somefriends in the busb, once
AMPS’
superior coverage characteristics
have becomeclearer. The goverrmtenthas
arm twisted and eventually legislated
Telstra into a commitment to make
available a specific technology, ISDN,to
most Anstmlians. The spectrum licensing
system, whose very rationale was its
ability to leave technologychoices to the
market, has foundit hard, in practice, to
resist prescription about the uses to be
madeof particular technologies.
So the technology cb.oices keep getting
made by governments, despite the
rhetoric that they don’t, and each time
they’re laden with value judgments. I
don’t mind value laden judgments being
made about technology choices because
decisions to leave those choices, to the
market place are no less value laden.
LeavingTelecomto choose its technology
to deliver lelephany 1o remoteAustralia
mayhavebeen a crucial factor in limiting
the development
of satellite over the last
decade and a half- a technology perhaps
peculiarly well-suited to Australia.
LeavingFoxtel and Optus Vision to drive
a truck through the BroadcastingServices
Act in relation to the development
of cable
TV,while setting up a special regulatory
regime for satellite pay TV, has been
arguably the most important element of
recent mediapolicy history.
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As so often happens with major
technological change, the scale of the
investment and planning required for
DTTgives us a chance to use the moment
to think carefully about where we want
our media industry
to go. The
introduction of radio in the 1920sand 30s
gave us the chance to invent a national
broadcaster.
The introduction
of
television gave us the chance to decide
that the ’dual system’ of commercialand
public broadcasting whichwe had arrived
at by the 1950s wouldserve us well in
this new medium.FMin the 1970s gave
us the chanceto inventcommunity
broadcasting.
UHFtelevision
made
regional
contmcrcial
TV aggregation
and
trulynational
commercial
television
networks
feasible.

CONTROL OVER BANDWIDTH
So the task is to work out what policy
challenges arc around for Australian
television and communicationsthat D’Vf
might help us address. For me, there’s
one central issue: the main reason
bandwidth in Australia is a bugger is
because the samebuggers have got it all.
Compare us with the US. Network TV,
cable TV, DB$,local exchangecarders,
long distance carriers - all essentially
different businesses run by different
people,
although
the (US)
Telecommunications Act 1996 wants
them all to moveonto, and competein,
each others’ patches. Networktelevision
has got its hands on spectrumfor digital
transmissions, but they have to hand it
back, at somerapidly receding point in
the future.

COMPETITION
AND
DIVERSITY
OF OWNERSHIP

Lookat the UK.Terrestrial "IV dominated
by the BBC, Granada and Carlton; pay
TV dominaled by satellite
operator
BSkTB;cable TV consolidating around
Cable and Wireless, but with BSkyB
wielding huge influence; telephony
dominatedbyBritish Telecon:t Although
the mechanism
is very different to the US,
terrestrial TVin the UKhas got its hands
on the digital TV spectrum, Very big
players, but quite a few of them.

I think we have to see DTT as an
opportunity to diversify players in the
Australian mediabusiness, or at least to
ensure that the limited diversity already
existing is not further reduced.In that, I
think DTT’scapacity to offer a link to
householdswhich is not dependenton the
cable or satellite infrastructure controlled
by the telecommunications carriers is
vital (although the set-top box is still
capable of achieving any of the gatekeeper
power that centralised transmission
infrastructure does not). Broadcasters
have always been in control of their own
technical destiny and I want to see them
at least withthe option of choosingto stay
that way.

Thenlook at Australia. Over60%of the
terrestrial TVaudience is taken by PBL
and Seven, where Newsis a significant
shareholder; pay TVclamouring to be
allowed to consolidate around News
Corporation and Telstra, with PBL
"equalising"
its way in somehow;
telecommunications
dominated by
Telstra. And the ABAhas recommended
that terrestrial TVget the digital TV
spectrum,initially,

The tough issue is howto achieve it. Do
we seek competition and diversity within
platforms or betweenplatforms? That is,
do we try to get manyplayers into DTT,
or do we txy to encouragea big newplayer
whichconcentratesits attention on digital
delivery and can competewith the major
terrestrial and pay operators?I don’t think
the latter is really an option, because I
don’t think the commercialfuture of the
digital terrestrial platform is secure
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enough for anyone to take a punt on it
alone. Our best option is to ensure there
is space for existing free-to-air
broadcasters on the digital platform,
although I’m troubled by the nature of
the ABAReport on Digital Terrestrial
Television which appears so focussed on
that as the sole objective.

PROBLEMS WITH
THE ABA REPORT
The main purpose of the ABA’sapproach
seems to be to replicate in the digital
transmission era the structure of the
analoguefree-to-air television industry.
It’s not at all clear whythat shouldbe the
only goal. In particular, we might look
muchmore closely at the experience of
regional commercial television under
aggregation and investigate waysof using
DTTin the bush to do something more
than slavishly follow the metropolitan
industry structure. That is what is
happening in telecommunications, with
regional operators like Northgate.
1 agree totally with the scepticism which
has already been expressed about High
Definition Television as a major driver
in the consumertelevision market. People
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have been talking about HDTVfor
decades - successive improvementsin the
black and white days were thought of as
’high definition" at the time. Whenthe
technologies that now bear the name
’bIDTV"began to be developed, the goal
was cinema quality pictures and CDquality sound. The problem is, cinemaquality pictures havegot better and better,
and cinema sound is nowcapable of way
more dramatic things than simple home
CDs. Further, the cinema has minvented
itself as a social experience, totally
differentiating itseif from the experience
of even high resolution audiovisual
entertainment in the home.I simply don’t
believe a substantial share of consumem
are going to think I-IDTValone is worth
manydollars to them.
Finally, the ABAreport seems to have
problemseven on its ownterms. It tries

to treat the existing free-to-air stations
equally, promisingeach a digital channel.
Yet the reality is that this can only be
achieved if there is shuffling around. I
don’t under~tandall the technical issues,
but I’m troubled at the implications that
Channel 10, the most vulnerable
commercial broadcaster in a multichannel environment, will need to shift
frequencies- a fairly inequitable outcome,
in a vision which is entirely based on
equity for existing players.

significance of the nationalbmadcasters,
the ABCand the SBS, to our television
culture. Theyneed to be given a central
place in any future television
transmission system. The ABC,the SBS,
the Ten Network- I’m not at all averse to
the vulnerable getting a leg up. If the
strong complain, we can alwaystell them
to buggeroff.
This is the full text of a speech given by
Jack Given, Director, Communications
Law Centre, UNSW
at the llC Conference
in Sydney on. 13 August 1997.

ROLE OF NATIONAL
BROADCASTERS
It’s worth noting that in the UK,the BBC
has been given the DTTmultiplex with
the best reach. Oneof the most important
things that needs to happen with DTTin
Australia is a restatement of the enduring

Telstra
v APRA.
Implications for the Internet
Simon Gilchrist
examines recent High Court decision and the implications
providers in terms of their liability
for infringement of copyright on-line
he recent High Court of Australia
case on the liability of Telstra for
the playing of music on hold
(Telstra
Corporation Limited
Australasian
Performing
Right
Association Limited (14 August 1997))
has immediate implications for the
developmentof the Interact industry in
Australia.

T

At its broadest, the case imposesstrict
liability on Interact Service Providers
(ISPs) for the transmission of copyright
material to their customers - even
material over which they have no control
and no knowledge. This has exposed all
Australian basedISPs to the very real risk
of being at the receiving end of legal
proceedings.

Telstra’s involvementin the provision of
music on hold occurs the fullowing ways:

The proceedings were brought by APRA
(an Australian collecting society for
musicalworks)against Telstra (one of the
general telecommunications carriers)
over the issue of who, if anyone, should
be liable for the musictransmitted over
the general telecommunications network
as "music on hold".
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The High Court accepted APRA’s
arguments. (The trial judge "found for
Telstra ((1993) 118 ALR684; (1993)
1PR 357; (1993) 46 FCR131)but APRA
successfully appealed to the Full Federal
Court ((1995) 131 ALR141) and the High
Court rejected Telstra’s appeal.)

(b) Telstra plays music to callers to its
service centrus that it puts on hold.
service
(c) Telstra provides its CustomNet
to certain customers. The CustomNet
service is a call managingsystem. As
part of the service Telstra provides
musicon hold to callers to CustomNet
customers that are put on hold.

BACKGROUNDTOTHECASE
THE CLAIM
APRAcommenced proceedings in the
Federal Court of Anstmliaagainst Telstra
arguing that the transmission of music
in each of the above circumstances
constituted
an infringement of its
diffusion right in the music and that

service

Telstra was liable for that infringement.
APRA
is for all practical purposes the
ownerof the diffusion right in all musical
works in which copyright subsists.

(a) an organisation plays music to its
callers that it puts onhold. In this case
Telstra’s only invo~vemerit is "the
operation of the telecommunications
system.

In each oftbe above circumstances, music
is played either via a CDor tape player
or via a radio receiver.

for Internet

The case focused on the meaningof the
diffusion right, which is defined in
section 26 of the Copyright Act * one of
the less clear sections of the that Act. The
ownerof the diffusion right in a workhas
the exclusive right to object to the
transmission of the work to subscribers
to a diffusion service.
Section
26 provides
that "the
transmissionof material to s~abscribersto
a diffusion
service"
means the
transmission by wire of the material in
the course of a service of distribution of
broadcast or other material (whether
provided by the person operating the
service or not) to the premises of
subscribers to the service,
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The person liable for the transmission of
material to subscribers to a diffusion
service is the personoperatingthe service.
That person is deemedto be the person
who enters into agreements with
subscribers and undertakes to provide
them with the service (regardless of
whether he or she is the person who
transmits the broadcastor other material).
Section 26(5) provides that where the
diffusion service is incidental to or part
of a service of"transmitting telegraphic
or telephonic communications", a
sub~riberto the telegraphic or telephonic
service is deemedto be a subscriber to
the diffusion service.
Telstra argued that it did not have
agreements with its customers to
distribute music to them. It argued
therefore that there was no transmission
of music to subscribers tn a diffusion
service.
The High Court held that the diffusion
service does not need to be for the
transmission of the copyright material,
but can be for the transmission of other
material, in the course of whichcopyright
material is transmitted. The High Court
deemed Telstra to have agreements in
place with each of its customers for the
provision of a service - being music on
hold. It did this by holdingthat musicon
hold was a service and deemingTelstra
to have agreements with each of its
subscribers to provide that service. It
therefore foundTelstra liable.

that he or she was not aware and had no
reasonableg~oundsfor suspecting that his
or her acts would constitute
an
infringement of copyright), the ownerof
copyright is only entitled to nn account
of the infringer’s profits. Damagesare
typically larger than an accountof profits.
In addition, it is usually difficult, time
consuming and therefore exgcnsive to
quantify an accountof profits.
The High Court did, however, accept
Telstra’s defence in relation to the
transmission of music that originated
froma radio broadcast. This is a technical
defence which was primarily designed to
allow cable operators to re-transmit free
to air broadcasts.
IMPLICATIONS

FOR ISP$

This case has direct implications for ISPs.
It wouldappear from the case that an ISP
that unwittingly transmits unauthorised
copyright material from the Internet to a
customer’s computer will be directly
liable for tthe infringement of copyright
caused by that transmission.
AnISP’s primary function is to transfer
material from the Internet to its

customers. This material consists of emails sent to the ISP’s customers,
messages posted to news groups and
viewedby the ISP’s customers, computer
files stored on FI’P sites and downloaded
by the ISP’s customers, or web pages
viewedby the ISP’s customers. In short
all of these activities
involve the
transmission of material fromthe Internet
to the computersof the ISP’s customers.
Someof tiffs material is either created by
the ISP or is created by the ISP’s
customers and stored by the ISP on its
servers (such as web sites that the ISP
hosts). The majority of the material,
however, is originated by third parties
whohave no connection with the ISP or
its customers(other than being physically
connectedto the Internet).
The majority of this material is protected
by copyright,this includesnot just literary
works but also images, music and video.
In many circumstances the owner of
copyright
has consented
to the
transmission of its material over the
Internet - that is the purpose of the
Internet. The act of placing copyright
material on the Interuet in all likelihood
constitutes an implied licence to anyone
to transmit, view and/or listen to the

The critical step in the High Court’s
reasoning
was that Telstra
had
agreementswith each of its customers to
provide (incidental to or as part of the
service of transmitting telegraphic or
telephonic communications)a service of
distribution of broadcast or other matter
to the premises of the customers.
There is no element of intent or
knowledge in copyright infringement
proceedings. If a person does an act
comprised in the copyright in a work
without the authority of the owner of
copyright, he or she infringes copyright
- regardless of whetherhe or she knewor
ought reasonablyto have knownthat their
acts wouldconstitute an infringement of
copyright. Ani_nfr~nger’s state of mind,
however, is relevant when determining
the monetaryremedythat the infringer
should pay. The ’basic rule is that an
infringer must pay either damagesor an
accountof profits. Theownerof copyright
is entitled to choose what method
generates the highest dollar figure. If,
however,an infringer can prove that he
or she infringed copyrightinnocently(i.e.
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material. A licence does not need any
formalities, it can be implied.
In certain circumstances, however, the
cop~a-ight ownervail not have consented
to the placementof its material on the
lnternet. From the reasoning in the
Telstra v APRA
case it appears that if an
ISP transmits copyright material to its
customers in the course of transmitting
other Interact content, that transmission
is a "transmission to subscribers to a
diffusion
service".
In those
circumstances,
the unauthorised
transmission of that material from the
Interact to an Interact user’s computer
will constitute an infringement of the
diffusion right in the material.
It also appears that an ISP would be
directly liable for the infringement of
copyright in the above circumstances~
This is because it is the person whohas
agreementswith its customersto transmit
Interact material to them. Section 26(5)
does not apply because the service of
transmitting lntemet material is not "ordy
incidental to, or part of, a service of
transmitting telegraphic or telephonic
communications".
This is the case regardless of v,hether the
ISP
(a) agreed to transmit the copyright
material;
(b) originated
material;

any of the copyright

(c) had auy knowledgeof the existence
of the copyright material; or
(d)had any way to prevent
the
transmission
of the copyright
material.
In other wordsthe ISPfaces strict liability.
The ISP is primarily liable for the
infringement.Thecopyrighto’,x~er is not
required to take any action (or even
identify) the person who place the
copyright material on the Interact.
STEPS AN ISP CAN TAKE
The only way an ISP can totally avoid
liability is to obtain licences from
copyright owners. In the case of some
classes of copyright material this is
retatively straightforward (but not
necessarily cheap). For example, APRA
can grant licences in respecl of virtually
all musical works in the world. Most
business that play or broadcast music
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have an APRAlicence. But these types
of blanket licences are not available for
all classes of copyright material. For
example, there is equivalent of APRA
for
photographs. In other cases only an
incomplete licence is available. For
example, the Copyright AgencyLimited
(CAL) may be able to grant on-line
licences for someof the literary works
controlled by it but not others. As a
practical matter, therefore, an ISP can
only obtain licences for certain types of
cop)~ght material. The Telstra v APRA
case, however, together vAth the growth
of the lnternet maybe the impetus for
many owners of copyright to appoint
collecting societies to collect royalties
from ISPs and similar organisations on
their behalf.
An ISP cannot "contract out" its
obligations by stating in its agreements
withits customers
that it ",,,’ill notbe liable
for any infringement of copyright of
whichit is not aware. Its liability may
only be waived by the owner of the
infringed copyright material. AnISP can,
however, attempt to shift its monetary
exposure via contract. An ISP can seek
to obtain indemnities from its customers
in respect of any material that those
customers post to the Internet, for
example, material that a customer
includes in a web site hosted by the ISP
or materialthat a customerposts to a nev,’s
group. As a matter of course an ISP
should obtain indemnities from its
customers for any liability that the ISP
mayincur as a result of material posted
on the Interact by its customers,whether
for infringement of copyright or other
intellectual property rights or defamation
or otherwise.
An ISP could also seek to obtain
indemnities from the other [SPs that it
connects to. AnISP’s only connection to
the Interact is via other ISPs- that is the
nature of the Intemet. Those ISPs are,
however, unlikely to provide such
indemnities.
In certain limited
circumstances an ISP may be able to
commence proceedings against the
person who placed the unauthorised
material on the Internet or the ISP that
originally hosted the material. But this
would depend on the ISP being able to
identify the person, being able to
overcomeany jurisdictional hurdles if the
person is located outside Australia and
being able to recover any judgment
against the person.

transmit. If an ISP can showthat it did
not monitoror control what it transmitted
to customers, it maybe able to succeed
on an argument that it was an innocent
infringer. This wouldlimit a copyright
owner’sremedyto an account of profits.
Anindividual copyright ownermaythink
tu’ice about commencingproceedings ff
all it stands to gain is an account of
profits. A collecting society, however,
wouldstill stand to recover significant
sums given the number of copyright
ownersit represents.
Of concern to the development of the
Interact in Australia is the possibility that
ISPs and similar businesses will engage
in a form of risk arbitrage and avoid
basing themselves in Australia. Even if
this does not strictly speaking serve to
shield offshore ISPsfromliabilit); a local
copyright ownermaybe less inclined to
take action against them.
This case and the risk that it imposeson
Telstra and ISPsis likely to be the impetus
for the Federal Governmentto amendthe
Copyright Act to clarify whether and if
so whencarriers and ISPs should be liable
for the unauthorised transmission of
copyright material by them. This is
particularly
the case given the
Government’s desire to maximise the
value of Telstra in the upcomingfloat.
The Federal Governmenthas released a
discussion paper on the reform of the
diffusion right "Copyright Reform and
the Digital
Agenda" (http://
www.dca.gov.au/pubs/digitah ht ml). It
has proposedthat ISP’s onIy be liable for
unauthorised transmissions that they
"authorised".Whilstthis is not an entirely
satisfactory solution, it shouldassist most
ISPs. Anyreforms, however, are likely
to take a significant amountof time before
beiug agreed on and enacted.
In the meantime, unless they take
appropriate steps, ISPs should expect to
start receiving polite but firm letters of
demandfrom copyright owners and their
lax~3’ers. OzEmail, one of Australia’s
largest ISPs, is already iu court with
APRAfor alleged infringement
of
copyright in musical works.
Si*nonGilchrist is a lawyer at Gilbert &
Tobin.

At a practical and immediate level,
however, this decision will encourage
ISPs to take a totally "hands-off"
approach to the material that they
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TV Or Not TV? What the Internet
John ~olett~

explores

the commercial

viability

is Not

of the move to ~video.on.the-Nat"

and the

,misconceptions behind it.
ost organisations charged with
"modernising" themselves
through addressing the Internet
face an underlying challenge to deliver
things that "work" in this new
environment.For at least two years after
Tim Berners Lee demonstrated the
HTML
protocol to fellow academics, the
World Wide Webconsisted mostly of the
same grey pages, (numbering in the
thousands....) concerning the academic
world which originated them.

M

In the few years since then, the medium
of the millennium has been seen as the
contested groundfor the next generation
of businesses. All businesses. From
traditional media companies,to software
developersto companies~vithout a history
prior to 1992, the Interuet is looking for
its "killer apps" - the breakthroughideas
that will leverage players into this new
market into a dominantposition.
DRIVING ELEMENTS OF
THE MEDIUM
So what do we have? A medium, with
the ability to carD’ different mediatypes
that utilises an addressi.ng systemthat
pre-empts the "portable" telephone
numberin terms of mobility. Wehave a
mediumwhich is able to be produced on
technology that costs a fraction of that
required for print production and
publishing, or traditional broadcast
media. Wehave a mediumthat allows a
global footprint whichdrawsan audience
to the media, rather than delivers pieces
of media(broadcast signals, bits of paper)
to the audience.
For many, the most important feature of
the medium
is that it allows the audience
to respond, to reconfignre the content as
it is experienced.
Whatis being offered in the face of this
possibility is (drumroll...) television.
For some,the only thing that the Internet
can aspire to, is to mimictelevision. From
the "channels" model of megadollar
networkwebsites, to the push to "videoon-the-Net" there seems to be an
imaginative
vacuum that cannot
understand a screen based media outside
of television. Marketingdoublespeaklike
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"media rich experience" or "content
diversity" meanthat television is seen as
the "aspirational" modelfor conceptually
challenged media pioneers.
PROBLEMS WITH
VIDEO-ON-THE-NET
Lets get it straight. Video-on-the-Netis
hopelessly far behind the early "postage
stamp" experience of video on a PC.
There is already an existing means of
distributing video based material - it’s
called TV.Thereis already a full screen,
full motion, stereo sound video replay
device with that is capable of deploying
content in 80%of Australian homesand
businesses, lt’s called a VCiLVideo on
the Internet runs at 1/100th of the speed
ofa x2speed CDROM.And how popular
was CD ROMas a medium for video
distribution?

Lookingat the facts, the Internet is a
packet switched technology. Video is a
streaming technology. Evenwith the use
of severe compressionand buffeting, the
size andquality of a "video"feed is a joke.
Whywould anyone bother to download
video across the world whenevery design
guide for webcontent stresses that still
images should be kept to a minimum
size?
THE BANDWIDTH

MYTH

Forget the myth of "soon the bandwidth
is coming". There is nothing to suggest
that foreseeable bandwidthwill allow an
improvement. Accessing Fox News
online’s video feeds on a 256kISDNline
is still very slow comparedto a first
generation CDROM.This is partly due
to the fact that the point-to-point
bandwidth people have available is one
thing, but the switching technology to
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carry data packets is not available in a
form that will allow "the bandwidth"the
video-on-the-Netcargo cult is hopingfor.
Froma purely practical viewpoint, what
is the business case for providing all of
this
bandwidth?
Both major
telecommunications
providers are
involved with providing multiple video
feeds to the home- it’s called cable TV.
Thetype of marketshare available is far
short of the slice available for broadcast
media. Whatadditional benefit is there
is providing more bandwidth in an
environment where consumers are
prepared to pay around $40 a month in
total for ALLservices delivered on the
cable?
It is tree that cheap digital video ("DV")
cameras, desktop editing systems and new
enabling technology have lowered the
entry point for producing video content.
However,
it still is not that cheap, and in
a perfect world, where a mediademocracy
of "many-to-many"content prevailed,
what would we watch? Each other’s home
videos?
Myassistant at work used to makeshort
3D movieclips, compressthem, optimise
the frame rates and deploy them on his
web site. I questioned him about his
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intentions in this activity, and he said it
was a wayof "getting things out there".
Wouldyou care to spend five minutes
logging on and downloading some?
LITTLE VIABILITY AS A
MASS APPLICATION
The factors of quality of experience,cost
of delivery and specifity of content all
affect the video-on-the-Netquestion. For
specialist applications, like remote
approval of film and video post
production, there is a strong case for
highly specific content at a premium
price
- but the motivation is completely
different. This is not a "mass"application
- it is morelike using video bearers in
traditional broadcasting applications.
Thecost of delivery is important, because
originating goodcontent costs money.For
this to be practical, the cost of production
needsto be recoupedover range of paying
markets- even offset against the cost of
multiple productionswith different profit
differentials. This is hoxv the studio
system in Holly~voodemerges as a means
of consistently producing viable, mass
market, entertainment properties. Once
the investment in these is made, the
technical quality of the delivery medium

is controlled, as well as the revenue
streams to be gained from that delivery.
Will people pay per viewfor Internet TV?
Overall, the quality of experience is the
most important factor in determining the
viability of a delivery medium.Internet
basedvideois likely to improvein quality,
but at the sametimeit is u~likely to reach
VHSquality within a reasonable planning
period for serious consideration by
business. At the sametime, the recent US
launch of domestic DVD,(about to take
off locally during the Christmasseason)
delivers Dolbysurround sound, video way
past V/IS quality, no tape drop outs and
enhanced media features (including
additional film notes) in a package the
size of a CDROM.Give me the choice
between a Hollywood movie, and some
bumflurching like a pixilated postage
stampacross the Internet at two framesa
second and the choice is a no-brainer.
Someonewill be on the Internet looking
at video, but that’s a hobby, not a media
business.
John Colette is ~read of Digital Media
at the Austrailan Film, Television and
Radio School (AFTRS}. The views
expressed in this article are his ownand
do not necessarily reflect those of the
Ab~I"RS.
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CanWest’s control

of TEN

"
’
John Corker
repor t’s
on the Federal Court’s
first
decision under the Broadcasting
1992 that deals with the concept of control of a broadcasting licence.
n CanWest Global Communications
Corporation
("CanWest") and
DonbolkenPry Ltd and Selli Ply Ltd
v Australian Broadcasting Authority
("ABA"), a judgement of Hill J handed
down on 8 August 1997, the Federal
Court has given a clear indication that
the phrase, "in a position to exercise
control" of a licorice,
company,
newspaperor control of votes cast at a
meeting of the company is to be
interpreted broadly.

I

Hill I, in determining whetherthere was
a reviewable error made by the ABAin
its finding that CanWest, a foreign
person, was in a position to exercise
control of Ten Group Ltd ("TGL") has
relied strongly on the judgementof the
Full Federal Court in the case of Re
Application of The NewsCarp Ltd (1987)
15 FCR 227 (News Carp case) and
reaffirmed that:
"questions of control, whether
through voting power or financial
interests, are to be determined by
practical
and commercial
considerations rather than highly
refined legalistic tests. The relevant
provisions of the Act [Broadcasting
Act 1942] are not directed to or
concerned with subtleties of company
law."
This is entirely appropriate as it is the
News Carp case upon which the control
roles of the BSAwere based. Hill J, in
adopting the above quote of Lockhart J
says that "the same may with even
greater force be said of the present
legislation".

arise for decision requires the consent
of the foreign person, where the
foreign person carries substantially
all of the financial risk andwherethe
foreign person can act to ensure that
both the shareholders and directors
can be replaced by persons whomight
be expected to do the bidding of the
foreign person if the existing
shareholders and directors do not,
commonsense and realily permits of
only one conclusion, namel£that the
shares held by the special purpose
companyare under the control of the
foreign person. "
This concept of common
sense and reality
or "commercial and economic reality
rather than of legal theory" was endorsed
by Hill J in a number of areas of the
judgement.
The first of these was in the acceptance
of the ABA’sfinding that CanWesthad a
52.5%voting interest by reasonof it being
in a position to exercise control of votes
cast by Selli and Donbolkenat a general
meeting of TGL.The ABAhad not found
that there was any agreement or
underslanding between CanWestand the
directors of Selli or Donholkenas to way
votes might be cast. Norhad it foundthat
CanWesthad an immediately enforceable
right to determinethe waythat the votes
were cast. The ABAhad relied on an
overall factual matrix of control to make
the voting interest finding.
Hill J said:

Two companies, Selli and Donholken
were established at the behest of CanWest
to hold shares in the TENGroupLimited
which might otherwise have fallen into
the hands of persons described by MrIzzy
Asper, Chairmanand Chief Executive of
CanWest as "anti-bodies,
mischief
makersor stupid people". The NewsCarp
case approachled Justice Hill to comment
on the two companies:
"Where a companyis established in
circumstances that its sole business
is the holding of shares in another
company where every substantial
question which could in that company
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"Normallywherecontrol is not direct
through trusts or shareholdings, it
would be necessary far the Authority
to reach a conclusion as to whether
an arrangementas to the exercise of
votes existed without whicha finding
of control could not be reached.
Certainly it wouldhave been open to
the Authority so as to find in the
present case, just as it was also open
to the A uthority to find that there was
no necessity for any understandings
or arrangementsto have been arrived
at because of the straightjacket in
which the Selli and Donholken
directors and shareholders were
placed... So tight was the control that
there was, in my view, no need in this
case to make a finding
of
arrangement. "

Services

Act

COMPANY INTERESTS
One aspca of this judgement that may
cause medialavo, ers to re-consider how
transactions and corporate structures in
the mediasector might be planned is the
confirmation that the conceptof de facto
rather than legal control applies not only
in the area of control of a licenco,
companyor newspaper but also in the
area of company
interests, particularly in
the area of voting interests. Hill J
specifically says:
"Thealternative test of"shareholding
interest " must likewise be construed
broadly, having regard to the
definitionof "control" in s. 6(1) of the
Act."
It is suggested that he means company
rather than sharebolding interest as the
deemed15"/. companyinterestlevel is the
alternative test of control.
But what seemsto follow from this is that
the definition of control, whichincludes
legal and equitable rights but also
arrangements, understandings
and
practices, whetheror not enforceable, is
to be given considerable weight wherever
it appears in the Act. It further follows
that this de facto control should be borne
in mind whenassessing whether certain
interests are company
interests and their
quantum.This seems appropriate because
measuring companyinterests is a means
of measuringcontrol, not just a technical
concept.

QUALIFYING
REQUIREMENTS
Oneof the most difficult aspects for the
ABAin assessing the transaction
documents was to consider
the
effectiveness of clauses that seek to stop
interests arising, obligations becoming
binding or powers to convert being
operableunless
the interest, obligation or
powerarises or can be exercised without
breaching of foreign control and
ownershiplegislation.
Therewere a large numberof these types
of clauses. The ABAtook the view that
certain of these provisions were not
effective in preventing the ABAfrom
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finding that a situation of pessible control
existed and wouldtherefore not operate
in practice to prevent a breach of the
control provisions occurring. The
judgement sets out a number of these
clauses and decides that one such clause
does not have the effect intended by its
drafter.
Hill J says:
"ln my view the qualifying
requirements clause does not require
a contrary conclusion.... I do not say
that it is a shamor that it wouldbe
consciously ignored by the parties to
the various agreements, but the
practical resul~ is that CanWest can,
at any stage ensure that options are
exercised or debentures converted to
ensure that shares in Selli and
Donholkenare held by persons, who

although not controlled by CanWest
are knownto be sympathetic to that
company."
It seems therefore that the ABAcan look
behind these "qualif)ing requirements"
and consider
the practical
and
commercialeffect of them on the conduct
of the parties in determinizagwhetherthey
will precent a companyinterest or control
arising.
CONCLUSION
The concept of control under the BSA,
whether it appears as part era company
interest test or in determining whethera
person is in a position to exercise control
of a company,licence or newspaper,is to
be interpreted broadly. There is no need
for an immediately enforceable right to

Media Policy

A

SIPHONING

DEFINED

According
to the Explanatory
Memorandumto the BSA, "siphoning"
involvesthe:
"obtaining
by a subscription
television broadcastinglicensee of the
rights to broadcastevents of national
importance and cultural significance
that havetraditionally be televised by
free-to-air broadcasters, such that
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[Note: Anappeal has been lodged against
this decision to the Full Federal Court.]
John Corker is Manager, Legal of the
ABA.The views contained in this article
of those of the author only, not the views
of the ABA.

and Anti.siphoning

In the first of a 2 part series on anti-siphoning,
and policy regime and explains why it is unfair
reform
fter the dust of the media
ownershipdebate has settled, it
appears that once again nothing
is to be done about the anti-siphoning
provisions found in section 115 of the
Broadcasting Services Act 1992 (Cth)
("BSA").At~er a brief flurry of interest
at the time of the recent Ashes Tour of
England, the issue of howto address the
problemsinherent in the anti-siphoning
provisions of the BSAhas been side
stepped by a Government which has
demonstrateda singular inability to act
decisively in the area of mediapolicy.
Nonetheless, those problemsstill exist:
section 115 continues to operate unfairly
in favour of free-to-air broadcasters
without providing any consequentbenefit
for consumers.

exist nor even any need for any implicit
or explicit understanding or arrangement
to exist bet~veenthe person whois in the
position and the entity that may be
controlled. The primary means by which
control questions under the BSAare to
be determined is the one elicited by
Lockhart J in the News Corp case. They
are to be determined by practical and
commercial considerations,
by
commercialand economicreality rather
than by legal theory.

Brendan Moylan analyzes the current legislative
on pay TV operators and in need of substantive

those events could not be received by
the public free of charge".
In other words, siphoning is the
migration of programmingfrom free-toair television exclusively to pay T~. An
"event" can only be "siphoned" where:
(a) the exclusive rights to televise that
event are acquired by a pay TV
operator;
(b)the event is one of "national
cultural
importance
and
significance"; and
(c) the event is one whichis traditionally
shownby free-to-air broadcasters at
no charge.
Siphoningis characteristic of events with
a short "shelf life": ie, events whichhave
high viewer demand over a short time
~.
period, most obviously sporting events
LEGISLATIVE
MEASURING

INTENT &
SUCCESS

At the time section 115 was introduced,
the then Minister for Communications
and the Arts observedthat "for at least 5
years, less than 20°,/* of Australians will

have access to pay TV". The Australian
Broadcasting Authority ("ABA") has
noted on a number of occasions that a
significant proportion of the viewing
public will choose not to subscribe to
pay TVat any time, whetherfor financial
or other reasons. Section 115 was
introduced on ostensibly equitable
grounds to ensure that non-subscribers
continued to have access to events of
"national importance and cultural
significance"
which had been
traditionally
shown on free-to-air
television.
In determining whether the antisiphoning provisions operate effectively
the first question to ask is whetherthe
legislation
has prevented pay TV
operators from obtaining exclusive fights
to events of "national importance and
cultural significance" which had been
traditionally
shown on free-to-air
television so that those events arc no
longer seen on free-to-air television. The
secondquestionto ask is at whatcost this
end has been achieved and whether it
could be achieved moreefficiently.
RELEVANT PROVISIONS
The principal anti-siphoning provision of
the BSAis section 115, which provides:
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"The Minister may, by notice
published in the Gazette, specify an
event, or events of a kind, televising
of whichshould, in the opinion of the
.~[inister, be available to the general
public. "
Section 115 is complementedby section
99, which makes the holding of a
subscriptiontelevision licence conditional
uponthe conditions set out in Part 6 of
Schedule 2 of the BSA.Clause 10(1)(e)
of that Schedule prevents a subscription
television licensee acquiringthe rights to
televise an event specified in a notice
issued under section 115(1) unless:
(a) a national broadcaster has the right
to televise the event; or
(b) a commercial television network
covering greater than 50% of the
Australian population has acquired
the rights to televise the event.

OPERATION: THE
ACQUISITION
OF RIGHTS
It should be stressed that the combined
operation of section 115, section 99 and
clause 10(l)(e) do not prevent a pay TV
operator acquiring the rights to televise
a listed event. Theydo, however,prevent
a pay TVoperator acquiring those rights
prior to the acquisition of similar fights
by a commercialor national broadcaster.
It follows that a subscription broadcast
licensee can never acquire exclusive
rights to a listed event.
Importantly,
however, section 99
prohibits a pay TVoperator acquiring the
right to televise a listed event "on a
subscription television broadcasting
service" until a national or commercial
broadcaster has acquired the rights to
televise the event. In other xvords, a
pay TVoperator cannot acquire the right
to televise a listed event (even wheresuch
rights are limited to televising the event
on pay TV)until a national or commercial
broadcaster has acquired the right to
televise the event.
The anti-siphoning provisions of the BSA
provide an incentive for free-to-air
broadcasters to acquire all rights
(includingpay TVrights) to listed events.
Those pay TVrights can then be re-sold
to pay TVoperators, effectively handing
control of access to listed events to freeto-air operators. Additionally, it allows
free-to-air operators whoacquire rights
to listed events - and not event organisers
- to profit fromthe sale of pay TVrights
to those events.
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Provided that subscription broadcast
licensees cannot acquire the free-to-air
rights to a listed event, there is no reason
why those subscription
broadcast
licensees should be prohibited from
bidding for and acquiring the exclusive
right to broadcastlisted events on pay T~.
DIVERSITY

AND PAY TV

The furore over the limited coverage of
the Ashescricket tour of Englandin 1997
focused attention on the anti-siphoning
provisions of the BSA . The Nine
Network,whichheld the rights to televise
the tour, argued that it could not shift
regular programmingto make room for
the cricket 2. Pay TVoffers a compromise
because multi-channel networks have
sufficient channel space to devote to
coverage of entire events. The antisiphoning provisions of the BSAcan and
have been used to prevent realisation of
the potential of pay TVto provide more
completecoverageof listed events.
The ABA conducted
an initial
investigation ~ into which events of
"national importance or cultural
significance" should be gazetted by the
Minister under section 115. In its
response, the Federation of Australian
Commercial Television
Stations
("FACTS") argued that the ABA’s
"national" focus was inappropriate:
"’Manyevents which are considered
important by many Australians may
not meet the ABA’s criteria
of
"national importance or cultural
significance ’" This is particularly so
o f a great manysporting events which
have very strong, but regional, or
local following.’’~
Theirony of this argument- that the great
majority of such events are not (and,
applying the logic advanced by Nine in
its decisionnot to televise sessions of the
Ashes series, could not be) televised by
free-to-air operators - appears to have
escaped FACTS. FACTSwent on to
recommendthat the Minister include on
the list "all events ... whichthe general
viewingpublic are presently able to view
free of charge", arguing that pay TV
operators wouldpay inflated prices for
rights to events in order to secure
~.
programming
COMPOSITION OF THE LIST
In its 1994report on its investigationinto
the possible composition of the antisiphoning list, the ABA
noted that "apart

froma fewmajorsports, all other sporting
bodies and the [then Trade Practices
Commission]
oppose the FACTS
position "6. The Australian Football
League, for example, submitted that
legislative restrictions on AFLcoverage
were "unwarranted and unneceasar~",
pointing out that its "current contract with
the Seven Network ... combined with
market forces and public demandwill
ensure that major AFLevents will remain
on free-to-air television"7. The Australian
Cricket Boardwantedto retain the ability
to "canvass the wider market including
pay television" in the event it considered
that "it wasnot possible to achieve a fair
market price from terrestrial
broadcasters "~. In its response to the
ABA’s Investigation
Paper, the
Confederation of Australian Sports (the
peak umbrella body for national sporting
organisations) submitted that"arguments
which imply that Australian sports
coverage already works in the public
"9.
interest wouldbe difficult to justify
FACTS
appears to have been as interested
in protecting events organisers against
themselves as it was at protecting the
ability of the general public to continue
to view certain events.
The ABAdeveloped four options for the
anti-siphoning list whichit presented to
the Minister. They ranged from a
comprehensive list (similar to that
advocated by FACTS)to a "watch" list
(which contained no events but rather
proposed continuous monitoring which
mighttrigger the listing of certain events
in the future). In its report, the ABA
argued that the comprehensive FACTS
list was likely to limit the ability of pay
TVto deliver diverse coverageof events,
noting the "limited capacity of free-toair broadcasters to provide complete
coverageof events to whichthey hold ...
rights "t°. Further, the ABAargued, a
comprehensivelist such as that advocated
by FACTS"could be considered anticompetitive as it gives the power to
commercialtelevision to ’hobble’ pay TV
by restricting their exclusive access to
virtually all current sports’’n. Despite
such objections, and despite the ABA’s
recommendations that a compromise
position be adopted, the list finally
gazetted
by the Minister
for
Communicationsand the Arts on 6 Iuly
1994 was in substantially
the form
~.
suggested by FACTS
REMOVING EVENTS
THE LIST

FROM

In response to concerns that free-to-air
broadcasters would "hoard" rights,
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The practical effect of the arrangements
between News, Seven and FOX’TELwas
to give FOX’TEL
exclusive live rights to
the tour while Seven had the rights to
televise a highlights package and a
delayedtelecast.

section 115 of the BSAwas amendedto
provide for removal of events from the
list:
(a) automatically after a period of 168
hours (7 days) from the time of the
event ; and
(b) at the discretion of the Minister.
The Explanatory
Memorandum
accompanyingthe relevant amendments
to the BSAsuggested that the Minister
could exercise his discretion to remove
events from the list where commercial
broadcasters had been given a "real
opportunity"to acquire the relevant fights
but had chosennot to do so, or wherethe
rights to an event were acquired by a
commercialtelevision licensee whothen
failed to televise the event or televised
only an unreasonablysmall proportion of
the event.
Unfortunately, and because of the nature
of the listed events(in particular the short
term appeal of such events), the
amendmentsto the BSAwhich allow for
the removalof listed events have had no
practical effect. Automaticremovalunder
section 115(1B)of the BSAis effectively
useless: none of the events contained in
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Nine argued to the ABAthat the
arrangements between News, Seven and
FOXTEL
contravened section 115. The
critical issue was whether Seven, in
acquiring delayed and highlight fights,
had acquired "the fight to televise" the
tour
within
the meaning
of
clause 10(1)(e) of the BSA.After
investigation, the ABAconcluded that
Sevenhad acquired the fights to televise
the event within the meaning of
clause 10(1)(e).
Arguing that the ABAhad misconstrued
the operation of the licence condition
contained within clause 10(l)(e),
challenged the ABA’sfinding under the
Administrative Decisions (Judicial
Review) Act 1977 (Cth). Nine contended
that FOXTEL
was only entitled to acquire
rights equivalentto or less than the rights
acquiredby Seven. In response, FOX’TEL
arguedthat the reference to the "right to
televise" in clause 10(1)(e) was
reference to a bare entitlementto televise
the event and said nothing about when
that right was to be exercised. Justice
Lockhart found for Nine, holding that:

the anti-siphoning list are likely to be
watched 7 days after they have
~.
concluded
THE NINE

NETWORK CASE

In early 1997the Australian menscricket
team toured South Africa.
News
Corporation Limited ("News") acquired
the fight to broadcast matchesplayed by
the Australian team while on that tour.
Newsinitially offered the free-to-air
rights to the series to the Nine Network
but the parties were unable to agree on
terms.
News then concluded
an
agreement with the Seven Network
Limited ("Seven") under which Seven
was granted the exclusive Australian freeto-air television rights to the tour
matches. Importantly, however, Seven
was precluded from commencing its
~4
telecast of any matchearlier than 7 days
from the conclusion of the relevant
match. Further, Seven was under no
obligation to telecast any part of any
matchin respect of whichit held fights.
News then sold the exclusive pay TV
rights to the series to FOXTEL.No
restrictions were placed on FOXTEL’s
ability to broadcast the matches.

"’The rights acquired by the
subscription licensee must, in order
to satisfy condition10(1)(e), be rights
not greaterthan the rights of the freeto-air broadcaster to televise the

His Honourheld that the right to televise
highlights of a cricket match is not
substantially the same as the right to
broadcast the matchitself. Onappeal, the
Full Federal Court upheld Justice
Lockart’s finding.
The effect of the decision in the Nine
Networkcase is to reinforce the ability of
free-to-air broadcastersto act as arbiters
of whichevents will or ~vill not be shown
on pay TV.Takento its logical conclusion
(and beating in mindthe fact that removal
of events from the list in the Minister’s
discretion is unlikely to occur before an
event’s "use by date"), Iustice Lockhart’s
decision means that free-to-air
broadcasters can prevent events being
shownon pay TVeven where they choose
not to acquire the rights to televise that
event themselves.
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PROPOSED

AMENDMENTS

It has recently been proposed ~ that the
BSA be amended to allow pay TV
operators to acquire the exclusive right
to broadcast listed events on subscription
broadcast services while preventing them
from acquiring all rights (in particular
free-to-air rights) to listed events. With
no significant sporting events currently
being contested the pressure to amendthe
legislation appears to have dissipated.

DIGITAL

TELEVISION

A related issue which deserves brief
mention is the allocation
of digital
licences.
Currently
the ABA has
expressed support for the proposal to
allocate digital terrestrial
television
licences to the existing free-to-air
broadcasters at no cost_ While, ostensibly,
free-to-air operators promise to deliver
high definition
television,
the
introduction of digital television will also
allow them to deliver more channels over
the same bandwidth lhey currently use to
deliver a single channel. This would free
up hours of broadcast
time for the
coverage of listed events that would
otherwise
clash
with popular
programming which, to date, free-to-air
broadcasters have shown a reluctance to
displace in favour of listed events.

The type of siphoning at which the BSA
is aimed can only occur where:
(a) the siphoned event is televised on freeto-air television; and
(b) a subscription tele’dsion licensee
able to acquire exclusive rights to the
event so that free-to-air broadcasters
are precluded from obtaining rights
to televise the event.
The first element gces to the composition
of the list. The section 115 list contains
many events which are not actually seen
on free-to-air television, and, additionally,
free-to-air television can only broadcast
a fraction of these events. It is impossible
to "siphon" an event from free-to-air
television if’the event shownis not shown
on free-to-air television, and oansequenfly
there can be no justification for the list
including events which are not shown on
free-to-air television.
The second element goes to the nature of
rights acquired. Events can only be
"siphoned" if the rights obtained by a payTVoperator are exclusive and preclude
free-to-air broadcasters acquiring rights
to televise the event. Accordingly, in order
to be effective the rules need only prevent
a subscription
television
operator
acquiring the free-to-air
rights to an
event.
The solution would appear to be to amend
section 115 so that subscription television
licensees are prohibited from acquiring
free-to-air rights to events but entitled to
acquire the exclusive pay TVrights to
those events.
Perhaps free-to-air
broadcasters could similarly be restricted
from acquiring pay TV rights.

The cynical view is that free-to-air
broadcasters
are content to let the
government
ignore
the issue
of
amendments to the anti-siphoning
provisions of the BSAon the basis that
arguments that they do not currentIy show
nil of a listed event will ultimately be
defeated by the use of multiple channels.

CONCLUSION

BrendanMoylan is a solicitor with Allen,
Allen & Hemsley which has acted for
FOXTEL Management Ply Limited.

The anti-siphoning provisions of the BSA
have prevented pay TV operators from
acquiring exclusive rights to listed events,
and, conversely, have allowed free-to-air
operators to continue to acquire rights to
those listed events. In this respect, then,
the anli-siphoning provisions of the BSA
have succeeded
in preventing
the
deprivation of programming. The cost of
this success has, however, been felt most
acutely by pay TV operators (who are
beholden to free-to-air
broadcasters for
rights to listed events), events organisers
(who miss out on profits from the sale of
rights
to pay TV operators)
and
consumers
(who are denied
more
extensive coverage of listed events).
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will be on pay-TVonly’, ThaSydneyMorning
Herald,29January1997.
3. Seethe ABA’sPayTelevision "Siphoning"
Investiga~on
Infon~a~on
Paper,t994, andReport
to the Ministerfor Communica~ons
andthe Arts:
PayTVSiphoningInvesgga~on,
13 May1994.
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of the Federationof Australian
Commersial
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to
the ABA’sInvestigationPaper,29 March1994.
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obtainrights at less than
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onadditionalprofits theymightotherwise
reatise
fromthe saleof rights to payTVoperators.
6. Opcit n 4, p 32.
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to the ABA’s
Inves~kjstisn
Paper,25
March1994.
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by the AustralianCricketBoardin
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Paper,
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11.Ibid.
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Stations’, TheSydneyMorningHerald,t June
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ne~Vrorks,
and in particular, Mr Kerry Packer’s Nine
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13. SeeLockhartJ in NineNetworkAustra/ia
Pty
Limited v Australian Broadcasting
Authority
0997)143ALR
9 at 16.
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by agreement
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15.Ibid at 16.
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The Commt~nieations Law
Bulletin is the journal of the
Communications and Media
Law Association (CAMLA)
which is an independent
organisation which acts as a
forum for debate and
discussion and welcomesthe
widest range of views. The
Clews expressed in the
Communications Law Bulletin
and at CAML~2-functionsare
personal views of the
respective authors or speakers.
They are not intended to be
relied uponas, or to take the
place of, legal advice.
Contributions
Comments

and

are sought from the members
and non-members of CAMLA,
including features, articles, and
case notes. Suggestions and
commentson the content and
format of the Communications
LawBulletin are also
welcomed.
Contributions in hard copy and
on disk and comments shouM
be forwarded to:
Andrew Lambert
o/- Blake Dawson
Waldren
Level 37 Gresvenor Place
225 George Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000
Tel: +61 2 9258 6390
Fax: +61 2 9258 6999
Emall:
andmw.larnbert@bdw~xn~u
OR
Jason Maoarthur
c/-’Tress Cooks &
Maddox
Level 20, 135 King Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000
Tel: +612 9228 9276
Fax: +612 9221 4988
Email:
jeorn@t(=m.com.au

Communications and Media
Law Association
The Communications
and MediaLawAssociation (CAMLA)
brings together
widerangeof peopleinterested in law andpolicy relating to communications
and
the media. CAMLA
includes lawyers, journalists, broadcasters, members
of the
telecommunications
industry,politicians, publishers,academics
andpublic servants.
Issues of interest to CAMLA
members
include:
¯
¯
¯
¯

defamation
¯ contempt
privacy
¯ copyright
advertising
¯ film law
teleconmlunications
¯ freedomof information¯

¯ broadcasting
o censorship
* informationtechnology
the Interact &on-line services

In order to debateand discuss these issues CAMLA
organises a range of seminars
andlunchesfeaturing speakersprominentin communications
and medialawpolicy.
Speakers have included Ministers, Attorneys-General, membersand staff of
communications
regulatoryauthorities, senior public servants, executivesin the
communications
industry, lawyersin mediaand communications
law, and overseas
experts.
CAMLA
provides a useful wayto establish informalcontacts with other people
workingin the businessof communications
andmedia.It is stronglyindependent,
andincludes peoplewith diversepolitical andprofessionalconnections.Tojoin
CAMLA,
or to subscribe to the Communications
LawBulletin, completethe form
belowand forwardit to CAMLA.

To:
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CAMLA,Box 545, Glebe, NSW2037
Tel/Fax: +61 2 9660 1645

Add~ss:
.......................................................................................................
Telephone:
................................. Fax:
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Principalareasofinterest:
............................................................................
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Communications
LawBulletin subscription, and enclose a chequein favour of
CAMLA
for the annualfee indicated:
¯ Ordinarymembership
$95.00(includes subscription to CLB)
¯ Corporate membership$425.00
(list namesof individuals, maximum
of 5)
¯ Student membership
$35.00(please provide photocopyof
studentcard o full time undergraduate
studentsonly)
¯ Subscription without membership
$95.00
(library subscribersmayobtainextra copiesfor $10.00each)
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.....................................................................................................

